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Abstract
The purpose of the following paper is to debate the cross-border shopping tourism activities taking place at the external borders of the European Union in Poland and Romania. The work focuses on a comparative analyses of three borders from Poland and three borders from Romania. They had a similar history, underwent a period of political and economic transformation and both countries joined the EU in a short space of time. The research is composed from a theoretical and empirical approach. The theoretical research results show similarities in the evolutions of cross-border shopping tourism activities from both countries. The empirical research updates the situation of cross-border shopping tourism activities. The results show a different evolution of this kind of tourism activities, which has been more predominant at the Polish borders than at the Romanian border, mainly motivated by the stronger market differences existing between Poland and its neighbours, than between Romania and its neighbours. The economic motivators are still strong with a focus of customers on better price benefits and discount opportunities. The leisure elements, although not predominant are present, mainly in Poland, the customers being mainly motivated by the pleasure emerged from the shopping activity. In terms of shopping, the dominant role is played by the shopping, in their old forms (bazaar, local market or a transformed department stores) or their new forms (commercial centres or malls), increasingly incorporating also elements of leisure.
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Introduction
Cross-border shopping tourism activities are outputs of the market differences existing on two sides of a border, motivated by economic, legal or social differences (Timothy 2005). This niche form of tourism emerged from the activity of travellers engaging in trips outside their local area, crossing their national borders, with the precise purpose of making acquisitions in an adjacent country (Sullivan et al. 2012). This ambiguous
form of borderland tourism (Timothy 2001) developed in different ways, in different periods of time and at different borders across the globe, having its particularities in Europe (Leimgruber 1988; Minghi 1999; Baláž 2004; Powęska 2008; Tömöri 2010; Wendt 2010; Van der Velde & Spierings 2010; Bar-Kolelis 2013), in America (DiMatteo 1993; Timothy & Butler 1995; DiMatteo & DiMatteo 1996; Arreola 1999; Timothy 2005; Sullivan et al. 2012) and in Asia (Zhao 1994; Wang 2004). These differences are best well reflected in the impact they have as over the local economy (DiMatteo & DiMatteo 1996), from different places in the world. Więckowski (2010), underlines the significant socio-economic role played by tourism in the border regions, where it becomes a major element in the local development.

Despite the differences in the output, the common ground for cross-border shopping activities to take place and develop is similar in all location, being divided by Leimgruber (1988) in four basic circumstances that need to be accomplished in order for this phenomenon to take place (Fig. 1):

---

**Figure 1.** Conditions and factors for the development of cross-border shopping tourism
Comparison of cross-border shopping tourism activities at the Polish and Romanian external borders...

• The contrast in terms of market opportunities connected with the availability of merchandise, prices and shopping locations between the two sides of a border should be visible enough to motivate the people to want to cross the border for acquisitions on the other side.

• The knowledge in terms of market difference existing between the two sides of a border should be spread among local consumers, in order to motivate their willingness and interest for the travel.

• The ability and predisposition of people living in the border areas to travel, directly connected with the available means of transport and the existing infrastructure, should be strong enough in order for them to engage in the travel.

• The border status, which should not be a barrier for the travel, but sufficiently open physically and in the minds of the travellers to make the crossing possible for people and goods.

These four conditions are doubled by a set of factors responsible for giving the direction of cross-border shopping tourism development, overseeing its continuance and influencing its intensity and nature. The factors are politically, socially and economically dependable of the status quo existing in the countries that share a common border, its role, importance and dynamics being differently perceived at different borders.

The differences resulting from the existence of a boundary between two separate state organisms in particular provide a basis for shopping (and shops and shopping centres, including tax-free shopping facilities, on, for instance, ships) (Więckowski 2010). A set of the most common factors influencing cross-border shopping activities was summarised by Timothy (2005) and included the exchange rate, taxation differences, price levels, discounts, assortment and selection of products, customer service, opening hours and entertainment possibilities. Cross-border shopping tourism activities, like other consumption habits that transforms things into commodities (Appadurai 1983), is prone to trends and styles. Along the evolution of cross-border shopping tourism the domination pattern was based exclusively on economic push and pull factors (Jansen-Verbeke 1990). This trend started to change in the current postmodern era of tourism (Poon 1989), when new push and pull factors emerged based on the need of the demand side to combine leisure and adventure with practical and habitual activities like purchase.

Considering the above mentioned theoretical structure for analysing cross-border shopping activities, the current study focussed on researching the evolution of cross-border shopping activities at six East European borders, three from Poland and three from Romania, that are currently located at the external borders of the European Union. The borders analyses under this current study are: Polish-Belarusian, Polish-Russian, Polish-Ukrainian, Romanian-Moldavian, Romanian-Serbian and Romanian-Ukrainian. The choice of Poland and Romania is due to several reasons. There are many similarities. They had a similar history, undergo a period of political and economic transformation. Both countries joined the EU in a short space of time. Border with Ukraine, which allows you to compare cross-border tourism between them on the border with Ukraine, which is encircled both Polish (Lviv region) and Romanian (Transcarpathian region). They have borders with non-EU countries, but also inhabited by the Polish minority (Belarus) and Romania (Moldova) respectively. And the third, analyzed for cross-border traffic between Poland and Romania, borders with Russia (for Poland) and Serbia (for Romania), respectively, allows for a classical analysis of cross-border traffic without the above-mentioned factors.

A recent history of cross-border shopping in Poland and Romania

In the context of political, economic and social changes that impacted Central and East Europe after the fall of the Iron Curtain, significant changed in consumption patterns in this part of the world took place. The evolution of cross-border shopping tourism activities
in Poland and Romania from this time, highlights a bigger number of similarities than differences, both countries following a similar path of evolution (Bar-Kołelis 2015). Of course, shopping tourism is also associated with the classic forms of tourism related to recreation, but in the analyzed cross-border traffic is the main factor of travel is the purchase tourism (Ilieş & Wendt 2015). In the new political and economic structure, in both Poland and Romania cross-border shopping pursuits merged with petty trading, developing into the grey economy (Hall 2000) from the beginning of 1990s. This translated into a large number of travelers, with limited capital, chasing advantages emerged from price differences and exchange rates (Williams & Balaz 2002). The so-called suitcase trade developed remarkably quickly after border restrictions were lifted in this part of Europe, despite the fact that these former countries communist economies were not accustomed to private trading (Hall 2000). The initial cross-border shopping tourists, classified by Holtom (2003) in primitive entrepreneurs, smugglers and traffickers, were in fact the first mass outbound cross-border tourists. Cross-border shopping involves leisure activities and touristic experiences in another country (Timothy 2005; Szytniewska & Spierings 2017). Tourism proper, as a higher-level good, is still in the initial phase (tourist traffic as defined literally accounts for a couple to a dozen or so per cent of overall cross-boundary mobility), (Więckowski 2010). Cross-border shopping trips are a part of cross-border mobility. The significant growth of the mobility value is clear and obvious. The main types of this kind of trips in Polish borderlands are: recreation short trips, transit, trade and shopping (Więckowski 2008). Cross-border shoppers usually live in relative geographical proximity from a shopping destination, making day-trips possible (Szytniewska & Spierings 2017).

In Poland, the cross-border shopping tourism activities at the researched borders started in the mid-1980s, and were based on economic and trade reasons (Iglicka 2001). The cross-border trade later developed in the 1990s, when it became a common phenomenon and an important prime or secondary source of income for the families located in these borderlands. The Polish-Belarusian border region fully benefitted from the ‘near-the-border trade and services’ economic contacts that ‘compensated for the deficit in the official foreign trade’ (Komornicki & Miszczuk 2010: 64). A similar situation took place at the Polish-Russian and Polish-Ukrainian borders, Wallace et al. (1997: 15) describing the phenomenon of Ukrainian, Russian and Belarusian traders in Poland as ‘mushrooms after the rain’. The contrast in the market differences that supported trading was created and sustain by the changes taking place in Poland in this period of time, reflected through prices increases, directly favouring petty trading and the ‘cross-border’ illegal import of cheap products from the neighbouring countries (Wendt & Ilieş 2004). As business started to flourish for some of the traders this additional source of income became their primary one, petty traders becoming in fact an important drain of human capital, especially in the case of Ukrainians (Williams & Balaz 2002). The knowledge of the availability from the Polish market spread to its neighbouring countries mostly through the word of mouth, stimulated by the social and economic status of the traders.

According to Iglicka (2001) some of the Ukrainian traders who often visited Poland quickly became accustomed to the living standard from the Polish side of the border, expressing the desire to move permanently in Poland. As the political and economic situation stabilised, the cross-border sellers slowly transformed from sellers into shoppers, the products produced in Poland gaining popularity among shopping tourists. Influenced by the market necessities (Iglicka 2001), this new form of trade reflected for many cross-border shoppers travelling to Poland in selling artificially low priced items (like: electric goods, cameras or vodka) and acquiring goods unavailable at home (like clothing items, shoes or electronic equipment). The years between 1994 and 1997 bets reflect this change of direction in terms of acquisitions across the
Polish borders, with a big number of Belarusians, Ukrainians and Russians coming to Poland mainly to shop (Komornicki & Miszczuk 2010). However, the trade element still persisted (Wendt 2011; Ilieş & Wendt 2015). Their willingness of these travellers to engage in the cross-border journey was strongly influenced by factors like the exchange rate, Poland’s flexible opening hours and language similarities between Slavic speaking countries. Once the bazaar trade began to be restricted due to changes in consumption patterns, the focus of Belarusian, Ukrainian and Russian consumers was directed more towards acquisitions, the greatest market impact in this matter having the Belarusian shoppers (Iglicka 2001). The new retail developments, built on elaborated retail formulas and sustained by marketing campaigns, became interesting for cross-border shopping activities, in the same way as the shoppers became key customers for the retail locations (Bar-Kołelis 2015).

The flourishing development of cross-border shopping tourism activities at the Belarusian, Russian and Ukrainian borders suffered a setback, once these borders became the external borders of new enlarged European Union in 2004, and later of the Schengen zone. The new configuration of these borders included different procedures and more restrictions that significantly contributed to the decrease of cross-border traffic that according to Komornicki and Miszczuk (2010) was lower in 2008 than in the 1990s. This situation was partially solved by local visa free agreements (like in case of Polish-Russian border) or certain restriction being lifted or eased for some period of time for chosen neighbouring countries (like in case of Ukraine). The particular nature of Belarusian, Russian and Ukrainian cross-border shoppers is emphasised by their similarities, as the research further shows, the nature of their shopping activities in Poland remaining similar from the 1990s up to the present day.

In Romania, the cross-border shopping tourism activities at the researched borders started only after the fall of communist regime in ’89. Before that such activities of trading were considered illegal and could be and in some cases were punished by the government, under the charge of “undermining the national economy”. The politic and economic situation from the beginning of 1990s, supported by the lift of border restrictions, revealed unlimited opportunities in terms of cross-border shopping and trading (Ilieş et al. 2011a). Similar to Poland, Romania started by being subject to petty trading from neighbouring countries and becoming in the same time a source of supply for its neighbouring countries. The contrast offered by the Romanian market in comparison to its neighbours was not so obvious in Romania as in the case of Poland, the Romanian market lacking the attractive ‘Made in Romania’ products after 1989. Therefore, the cross border shopping activities in Romania are more connected with the border characters and specific politic and economic activities or restriction, influencing these borders. Awareness of the Romanian market in terms of cross-border shopping activities was not so strong like in Poland, but its geographical position and the changes in the political structure of its neighbours, made it attractive.

At the Romanian-Moldavian border, cross-border shopping activities were discouraged by the slight contrasts of the markets in terms of consumers goods, supported by Romanian trade companies that often exported their products in Republic of Moldova. The contrast that existed in terms of earnings, with Romanian earning more and being less interested to shop in Moldova, and Moldavians earning less and not affording to shop in Romania, also discouraged cross-border shopping. The situation started to change after the development of new retail locations in Romania, which began to attract the rich Moldavians, interested in acquiring good unavailable on their local market. The lift of visas, later followed by the local visa free agreement, and the fact that a big number of Moldavians have Romanian passport, allowed for an easy crossing of the border between the two countries and non problematic transportations of goods (Drelaga & Wendt 2006).
In the case of the Romanian-Ukrainian border the contrast between the two markets was more prominent, cross-border shopping activities following here a similar path as in Poland, with petty traders coming first to sell and later to acquire. Cities like Botosani or Suceava flourished from cross-border trading and in time the shopping visits of Ukrainians extended beyond the region, Romania becoming a transit country for destinations like Turkey or Bulgaria. The situation changed after Romania joined the European Union, with a new status-quo being created that brought advantages for Romanian tourists travelling into Ukraine, but not for Ukrainian tourists travelling into Romania, proving advantageous to Ukraine tourism to the detriment of Romanian tourism (Ilieş et al. 2011b). Naturally, the cross-border shopping activities from Romania to Ukraine became outbound, while the inbound visits focused mainly on petty traders, coming to sell goods in Romania. The petty trade is maintained active in the borderlands of Romania by the retail structure. In Romania, differently from Poland where after the construction of new retail developments the old ones were mainly abandoned or transform, the new and old retail locations are still functioning. The new retail premises, big, modern shopping centres, often have in their vicinity a bazaar markets, where consumers still shop for cheap products.

At the Romanian-Serbian border the cross-border shopping activities were strongly altered by the political situation from former Yugoslavia, with embargo sanctions imposed on Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro) from 1991 until 1994, and later from 1999 until 2000, by international community (Wendt 2007). What was lost in form of legal trade between Romania and Serbia, was rapidly gained in underground trading, Romania becoming an important smuggling trans-shipment point for Serbia mainly in terms of fuel, but also other commodities. The new cross-border demand, significantly helped in the development of the supply side, poor Romanian towns and communes located near the Serbian border quickly flourishing. The illegal trade continued even after the end of the embargo, a contraband post-embargo era being installed between 2004 and 2007 (Radu 2009). In this period visas were introduced between Serbia and Romania and ordinary people who normally shopped in Romania for cheaper food items, could no longer afford to make the trip as visa costs were too high, compared with their average income (Bar-Kolelis 2015). During this post embargo period the goods were trafficked illegally from one country to another with the help of former fuel contraband dealers (Radu 2009).

The situation changed after border cross restriction were diminished, with Romanians not needing visas to enter Serbia and Serbians received free visas to enter Romania. When legal shopping was allowed and products could be transported without any problems across the border, the interest for cross-border shopping decreased, as the economic situation started to be similar between the two countries. The only exception were the cigarettes, which for taxation reasons became the most illegally trade commodity. Differently from Poland, the Moldavian, Serbian and Ukrainian cross-border shoppers from Romania had little in common in terms of cross-border shopping nature, basing on different needs and market contrast.

**Empirical research: The current status of cross-border shopping tourism activities**

The empirical research was built in order to update the situation of cross-border shopping tourism activities taking place at the external borders of the European Union in Poland and Romania, taking in consideration the changing trends in terms of cross-border shopping, reflected in the preference for new, modern retail locations and the involvement of leisure in motivating the travel. The research was conducted in the period 2009-2013, in six main cities located in the border regions under analyses: Bialystok at the Polish-Belarusian border, Gdańsk at the Polish-Russian border, Lublin at the Polish-Ukrainian border, Iasi at the
Romanian-Moldavian border, Timisoara at the Romanian-Serbian border and Suceava at the Romanian-Ukrainian border. The research was based on an interdisciplinary approach, the primary source of data being the cross-border shoppers from Belarus, Russia, Ukraine, Moldavia and Serbia. The researched, based on primary data that were collected using a pen and paper questionnaire surveys. A purposive non-random sampling method was used as research tool for both quantitative and qualitative methods, due to limitation in predicting the total amount of population and for increasing the probability of results by eliminating from population the units that had no knowledge of the subject. The research focused on comparing the basic circumstances for cross-border shopping activities.

Market contrast

The research target was to evaluate the market contrast between the market offer available in Poland and Romania, vs. the market offer available in the origin countries of cross-border shoppers. For this analyse the units were asked to mark on a scale from 1 to 5 the differences between the two markets, 1 meaning much better at home, 2 better at home, 3 the same, 4 better at destination and 5 much better at destination.

In Poland (Fig. 2), Belarusians, Russians and Ukrainians evaluated the market differences connected with the availability of products and financial advantage as better or much better at destination than at home. In terms of shopping facilities connected with availability of modern retail spaces, customer service and entertainment facilities, the situation was evaluated as better or the same at destination like at home, while in terms of available shops the situation was evaluated as better at destination.

In Romania (Fig. 3), the Moldavians evaluated the market differences and financial advantages a little better at destination than at home, while the Serbians evaluated them as similar. The Ukrainians evaluated both...
market differences and financial advantages as better at home than at destination, while in terms of shopping facilities, the situation was evaluated as similar. From the perspective of cross-border shoppers from outside the European Union, the contrast between the overall offer from their local market is stronger in case of Poland than in case of Romania.

**Awareness of cross-border shoppers, travel infrastructure and border crossing accessibility**

The majority of the cross-border shoppers declared that they know about the shopping opportunities that exist on the other side of the border from other shoppers, a small declaring that they got informed through internet and commercial campaigns (Fig. 4).

Among the cross-border shoppers was noticed a positive predisposition for travel, the majority of them choosing their own car as transport mean when they travelled across the border for shopping (Fig. 5).

In terms of transport infrastructure, the units were asked to evaluate the difficulties they face in terms of infrastructure when they travel to Poland, respectively Romania. The evaluation was done on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 means very low difficulties, 2 low difficulties, 3 average difficulties, 4 high difficulties and 5 very high difficulties. The research results show that the infrastructure does not pose a problem for the development of cross-border shopping tourism activities, most travellers declaring to face lower difficulties in this matter (Fig. 6).

In terms of border crossing accessibility, the situation was analyzed in terms of visas and border crossing procedures, the units being

---

**Figure 4.** Awareness of cross-border shopping opportunities in Poland and Romania

**Figure 5.** Means of transport used by cross-border shoppers from Poland and Romania

---

*Geographia Polonica 2018, 91, 1, pp. 113-125*
asked to evaluate this elements when travelling to Poland, respectively Romania. The evaluation was done on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 means very low difficulties, 2 low difficulties, 3 average difficulties, 4 high difficulties and 5 very high difficulties. All respondents declared that they face above average difficulties in terms of border crossing procedures (Fig. 7). The highest difficulties connected with visa were signalised Belarusians, Ukrainians shopping in Suceava, Moldavians and Russians. The lowest difficulties were signalised by the Serbians and Ukrainians shopping in Lublin.

The research results revealed that in current times the cross-border shopping tourism activities have better basis to develop in Poland than in Romania in terms of market contrast, although the border crossing procedures to enter Poland are more problematic.

New trends in cross-border shopping in the borderlands

The increase of modern retail supply in the border regions positively stimulates cross-border shopping tourism activities, as cross-border shoppers prefer modern shopping retail locations (supermarkets and commercial centres). Shopping tourism became a significant tourist activity in some border regions developing around outlet shopping centres or mega malls as tourist destinations. Commercial centres are important attraction sites for tourists, offering a variety of features from playgrounds and theme parks, to restaurants and hotels or financial services (Lew, et al., 2008). In the Polish and Romanian borderlands the elements of leisure, prestige and quality associated with new or renewed retail spaces...
were key factors that demanded measurement and evaluation, therefore the research focused strictly on shops located inside commercial centres, eliminating street or bazaar shops. The research results show that in terms of shopping destinations all respondents prefer modern retail locations that offer them choice in terms of merchandising and prices, supermarkets/hypermarkets and commercial centres representing the preferred shopping locations for all respondents. The research results also show that the shopping infrastructure is an important or very important shopping motivator for respondents from Białystok, Gdańsk and Lublin, where the shopping activities were reported as most intense. It is important to note that apart from the retail infrastructure, a key element in attracting cross-border shoppers in the research area is good customer service, this being a major motivational factor for respondents from both Poland and Romania.

In East and Central Europe the key roles in consumption are played by supermarkets/hypermarkets. In terms of shopping, the dominant role is played by the shopping, in their old forms (bazaar, local market or a transformed department stores) or their new forms (commercial centres or malls), increasingly incorporating also elements of leisure (Dopierała & Kołelis 2012; Rochmińska 2016). The local retail market has undergone a long transition period, which from the aspect of the city retail structure it is not over yet. The city bazaar and open-air shopping locations are sited near new and modern commercial centres, representing a big competition to them. This transitional retail character had a strong impact on the city’s commerce, especially after 2009, when, due to the financial crisis, many businesses went bankrupt, this including also new retail locations.

The Russian cross-border shopping tourism activities in Gdańsk are popular, commercial centres managers and retailers being well accustomed to this. The commercial centre managers reported having Russian shoppers among their customers, and being regular ones. When interviewed, the shopping centres representatives described Russian shoppers as daily customers, their visits being more preponderant during the weekend, especially on Saturday (Bar-Kołelis 2015). In other areas as in Romania shows that cross-border shopping tourism activities undertaken by Ukrainians in Suceava are rare. Commercial centre managers and shop assistants are aware of the phenomenon because it used to be popular before Romania joined the European Union.

In the opinion of the commercial centres representatives, shopping tourism activities undertaken by Ukrainian shoppers in Suceava were already common before 1990s and continued until the beginning of the years 2000. The cross-border shopping activities taking place in that period were strongly focused on trade, which involved the acquisitions of goods from Suceava or other cities located further away such as Piatra-Neamț, with the aim of reselling them in Ukraine. This phenomenon started to lose intensity and alter in nature when market differences between Romania and Ukraine significantly changed in light of Romania’s accession to the European Union, much to the detriment of the Romanian market. The latter, now, became unattractive for Ukrainian shoppers, while the benefits offered by the Ukrainian market attracted a flow of Romanian shoppers. According to the commercial centres representatives, currently the level of cross-border shopping activities undertaken by the Ukrainian tourists in Suceava is very low, these customers being more accidental or in search of specific otherwise traditional products. The commercial centres representatives reported that products brought from Ukraine are very popular in Suceava, these include food items, clothes, detergents and electronic and electric devices. Ukrainian tourists regularly bring products from their local market to Suceava, which are then sold in the local open market by the local merchants.

In the case of cross-border shopping activities undertaken by the Serbian tourists in Timisoara, the research results show that all four categories of motivational factors are active motivators, the most important ones being the quality of products, indirect financial
advantages and customer service. The fact that the motivational factors are active, but the shopping tourism activities are minimal, can be explained by the strong market similarities in terms of products, prices and retail facilities. The predisposition for cross border shopping activities exists among Serbian shoppers; however, the market differences are not sufficiently significant to support this phenomenon as a regular activity. It is also important to underline that number of the units III (cross-border tourists) taking part in the research in Timisoara was small. This limited accessibility to data could influence the research results in terms of motivation for cross-border shopping activities of Serbians in Timisoara.

Conclusion

The results of the above analyses show a different evolution of cross-border shopping tourism activities in Poland than in Romania, with a big number of evolution similarities, but also differences in nature and development stages. In Poland, the cross-border situation at the three borders analysed was very similar in the beginning of 1990s, this similarity continuing in current times, similarly evolving and developing. In the beginning the trading was core of cross-border shopping, while now later acquisition became the main focus, elements of leisure being gradually introduced in the expectations of the cross-border consumers.

In Romania, the cross-border situation evolved differently at the three borders analysed, each of them having and continuing to have its particularities. While at the Romanian-Moldavian border the new retails developments stimulated the inbound cross-border shopping, at the Romanian-Ukrainian border the modern retail premises stimulated the development of a cheaper alternative given by outbound cross-border shopping. At the Romanian-Serbian border the intense cross-border traffic generated by the embargo and post embargo periods was followed by a period with low traffic, which currently persists, as the consumers necessities and demands deed to reconfigure in this new retail structure.

Both Poland and Romania have a lot in common in terms of cross-border shopping, these similarities being more prominent in the past, when the retails structures were very alike, being at a similar level of development. In the years that followed, Poland developed faster than Romania, using the possibility of creating and promoting its ‘Made in Poland’ brand in terms of fast consumer goods, the core of cross-border shopping acquisitions. These elements helped Poland to stay attractive for cross-border shoppers, which expectations evolved in the same time with the evolution of Polish retail structure. Therefore, the transition from trading to shopping and leisure is almost completed for cross-border shoppers. In Romania the development started later, emerging in the form of an economic boom, to which not all the consumers rapidly adapted. In this context the cross-border activities suffered big discrepancies from one border to the other, in one location trading motivating the travel, while in another locations appeared the need for sophisticated shopping and leisure. The transition period from trading to shopping and leisure it still an ongoing process in Romania, partially completed, but far from finish.

Editors’ note:
Unless otherwise stated, the sources of tables and figures are the authors’, on the basis of their own research.
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